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Iam a wintertime blade
guy, but that doesn’t
mean that I flash

around knives or do knife-
throwing tricks of any sort,
nor does it designate my
shaving preferences.  In
fishing terms, it means that
I use blade baits for winter
smallmouth.

I know there are several
other ways to catch small-
mouth in the winter, and I
have tried most of them. 

One of the more com-
mon methods is the use of
live baits such as shiners or
chubs or other larger min-
nows. ere is no doubt
that this is a very effective
way to catch fish in the
winter. 

Another more recent
method is the float-and-fIy.
Although I have utilized
this method, I am not very
proficient at it and haven’t
had a great deal of success,
but others catch some
amazing numbers of fish
utilizing this method.

e old tried and true
method for winter small-
mouth is the pig-and-jig,
which is probably the most
widely used method
among most winter time
smallmouth bass fisher-
men. 

Yet another method is a
fairly new technique
known as the drop shot. I
have tried this method a
few times but haven’t stud-
ied it enough to be able to
comment on its overall ef-
fectiveness.

Several of us old-school
smallmouth fishermen still
have a fondness for the Sil-
ver Buddy, one of the baits
the late Billy Westmoreland
— the “Tennessee small-
mouth guru” — tended to
favor on Dale Hollow Lake.

e Silver Buddy is basi-
cally a stamped-out piece
of metal that tends to look
like a small fish silhouette
with a hunk of lead molded
onto the head and two tre-
ble hooks attached, one to
the front and one to the
back. 

At first glance, you might
wonder why any fish in its
right mind would hit such a
lure, but after you have
studied it for a while and
become familiar with its
uses you begin to see why it
has such an attraction.

e lure is cast out, al-
lowed to sink to the bottom
and then hopped off the
bottom and allowed to fall
back. e process is re-
peated until the lure gets
back to the boat. 

Note that when you lift
this bait off the bottom, you
can feel a vibration through
the line. is vibration is
said to mimic the sudden
bursts of a dying bait fish
struggling to maintain its
equilibrium.

As the bait falls back to
the bottom, it also tends to
give a shimmy of sorts,
which is likewise said to
imitate a dying or dis-
tressed shad. Whatever it
mimics, the smallmouth
and Kentucky spotted bass
tend to find the bait very
tempting. 

e Silver Buddy is a
fairly easy lure to fish be-
cause it can cast a great
distance and can be re-
trieved fairly quickly with a
lift-and-drop technique.

In clear water lakes like
Cumberland and Dale Hol-
low, smallmouth bass tend
to migrate towards deeper
bluff walls and points. As a
result, deep points adja-
cent to main river or creek
channels tend to hold fish
more consistently than
most other structure. Bait
fish are, of course, a key in-
gredient to finding active
feeding smallmouth.

e bad part of winter
fishing, of course, is the
weather, but the good part
of winter fishing is that the
bass tend to congregate on

specific habitats at specific
depth levels.

Once you’ve patterned
the fish on a particular type
of structure or at a particu-
lar depth, they tend to do
the same thing at similar
habitats throughout the
lake. is allows you to hit
those high-percentage
areas more quickly and ef-
fectively.

As I said, the beauty of
fishing blade baits is the
ability to cover a lot of
water. Typically, the boat is
held out in deeper water,
30-40 feet, and the lure is
cast towards the point into
shallower water. e bait is
then ripped off the bottom
by 2-3 feet, then allowed to
fall on a semi-slack line
back to the bottom with the
process being repeated all
the way back to the boat.

The vibration of the bait
seems to attract and either
entice or aggravate any
bass in the vicinity. Most of
the strikes come as the bait
is falling back to the bot-
tom, so it’s important to
maintain a semi-tight line
with the bait as it falls.

Another method utilized
by some anglers is to lo-
cate schools of bait fish on
their electronics and then
to fish the Silver Buddy
vertically below the boat
somewhat in the same
manner used to work Jig-
ging Spoons, where the
bait is lifted and allowed to
fall back into the same area
on a slack line.

The vertical presenta-
tion allows the bait to stay
in front of the fish longer
than the hop-and-drop
method. This method
seems to work better when
the fish aren’t in a chasing
mood.

With the open hooks, it’s
inevitable that you’re
going to become snagged
on bottom structure. The
lure can often be freed by
merely moving over the
top and jiggling the rod
and lure till it works itself
free. Another method, of
course, is to utilize a lure
retriever of some sort to
drop down the line to free
the bait.

By the end of a hard day
of fishing you are going to
undoubtedly lose a couple
of lures, so it’s best to have
several spares just in case.

Several other lures be-
sides the Silver Buddy,
which go by various names
and come in assorted col-
ors and shapes, are utilized
for this method. My prefer-
ence is the Silver Buddy in
the standard silver color
and the gold color, but I
have had some success on
painted baits in white and
chartreuse.

This method works well
throughout the winter
until mid-March, when
water temperatures begin
to rise.  It’s an old tried-
and-true method that
seems to have fallen out of
favor in recent years, but it
is a technique that still
works quite well, so if you
can convince yourself to
get your cover off the boat
and head to the lake in
pursuit of some wintertime
smallmouth, don’t over-
look this little piece of
metal and hunk of lead. It
might just surprise you
how effective this lure can
be.

Please be sure to wear
your life jackets when
you’re on the water, espe-
cially in the winter. And be
sure to let somebody know
where you are going and
when you intend to be
back as a safety precau-
tion.

Silver Buddy 
still gets it done 

on the lakes
PECKLER’S
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Squirrels, crows, otters,
muskrats, mink, beaver, red
fox, gray fox, weasels and
striped skunks are about the
only things that can be
hunted now, and even the
seasons for those varmints
will expire on Feb. 29.

Of course, I would like to
try for a squirrel or two be-
fore the season is out since I
have a .22, but I probably
won’t. I need to spend some
trigger time with the rifle at
the range so I will be com-
fortable with the feel of the
rifle and the sights. Unlike
other .22s I have owned, this
rifle stays; I don’t want to
even think about trading it
off again.

e telescopic sight I
have on the rifle is a Nikon,
and Nikon offers the “Spot-
On” technology that can be
utilized in making your
squirrel rifle shoot where
you want it to. And if you
have the BDC reticle, you
can zero that thing out to
about 150 yards with the
right kind of ammunition.

You can choose any one
of the scopes Nikon manu-
factures, and when it is
mated with the type of am-
munition you wish to use,
all of the pertinent informa-
tion will be available to you
instantly. e way this soft-

ware works is really interest-
ing. You simply choose your
rifle scope and reticle, then
choose your ammunition —
and they list a bunch — and
finally enter the distance
and click the “fire” button to
get the yardages that are set.

is software will tell you
where on the target to con-
centrate your initial groups.
ese groups will be shot at
a shorter distance, and then
the succeeding distances
will automatically be figured
for you. ese distances will
correspond to the crosshairs
and the descending circles
on the BDC reticle.

e information I entered
for my .22 was calculated
with a Remington Yellow
Jacket loaded with a .33 oz.
bullet traveling at 1,500 feet
per second. e program
then told me to zero my rifle
at .25 inches high at 25
yards. is will then corre-
late to the reticle, giving me
a crosshair distance of 75
yards.

e subsequent distances
have the next circle being
dead on at 86 yards; fol-

lowed by circles at 109 yards,
129 yards and 157 yards, and
the top of the post at the bot-
tom of the circles will give
me an accurate impact at
182 yards. In my opinion,
the latter distance is unreal-
istic for a .22, but then what
do I know? I’ll try it and find
out.

e Nikon software will
also give you a reference to
use on other scopes, also,
even if they aren’t from
Nikon. If you want to spend
a little time at the range
working all of this stuff out,
then you will be able to tape
the distances to your rifle
stock for handy reference.

Of course, all of this stuff
can be used a lot more effi-
ciently if you have a range
finder. So, along with the disc
for the software, Nikon gives
you a little flyer on range
finders. How convenient.

I agree that with a range
finder determining the dis-
tance to a target and then
matching that distance to the
little piece of paper you sup-
posedly taped to your gun
stock giving your predeter-
mined yardages would be
advantageous. Just deter-
mine the bullet weight along
with the bullet speed, and
you have your formula for
success.

I have a range finder, so I
will have to incorporate it
into my shooting practices.
However, I don’t anticipate
using it a lot, though I do
want to shoot enough to be
able to utilize the BDC cir-
cles. Of course, you don’t
have to center the center of
the target in the center of the
circle. When a shooter uses
certain ammunition long
enough, the distances and
what portion of the circle to
use can be determined.

I’ve always wanted a really
good range finder, but I find
that I don’t utilize one
enough to spend the extra
money to purchase one. e
Nikon brochure displays a
picture of a Monarch Gold
Laser 1200. I wouldn’t even
hazard a guess as to how
much this particular range
finder would cost. e
Monarch line is reasonably
expensive, but they are really
good pieces of equipment. I
have had really good luck
with the Monarch binoculars
that I have owned for several
years. ey are clear and
function very well in low
light conditions.

If you have a Nikon rifle
scope, then try the software if
you can find it available, or
you can access the program
online. Good luck.

Time to get out to the range

Bud Barnard
Columnist

By LEE MCCLELLAN

Outdoors Writer

Editor’s note: This is the first in-
stallment of a seven-week series titled
"March Fishing Madness" profiling
productive early fishing spots across
Kentucky.

FRANKFORT — e winds
still blow from the north and
many days produce cold tem-
peratures and leaden skies,
but now is the time to catch
big muskellunge in the tail-
waters below Cave Run,
Buckhorn and Green River
lakes.

e smaller tailwaters give
bank anglers and owners of
small boats a chance at a tro-
phy muskellunge.

"We had a report of a
muskie caught from Cave
Run Lake tailwater that was
52 inches long and weighed
close to our current state
record of 47 pounds," said
Fred Howe, northeastern
fishery district biologist for
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.

Sarah Terry caught the cur-
rent state record, a 54-inch-
long 47-pounder from Cave
Run Lake in Nov. 2008. e
Cave Run Lake tailwater
holds an excellent population
of large muskellunge.

"My brother Wes crappie
fishes below Cave Run Lake
regularly," said Mike Hardin,
assistant director of fisheries
for the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources. "He's had a couple of

days this year where he's ob-
served people catching sev-
eral muskellunge around 45
inches long and saw one
caught right at 50 inches.
ose are nice muskies."

Anglers must catch a
muskellunge of at least 40
inches in length to qualify for
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife's
Trophy Fish/Master Angler
program.

Live small bluegill and
suckers draw the most inter-
est from muskellunge in the
Cave Run tailwaters. "ey hit
the Suick jerkbaits and a large
soft plastic lure called a Bull-
dog up there," said Hardin,
who has fished Cave Run
Lake and the Licking River
since childhood. "But, live
bait produces best."

Hardin said anglers should
concentrate on the mouths of
tributaries in the Licking
River just below Cave Run
Lake when the water flowing
through the dam is a little
high.

"e best water level for
them is between 900 and
2,000 cubic feet per second
going through Cave Run Lake
dam," Hardin explained.
"is level pushes them into
those tributaries seeking that
warm water at this time of
year. ey are no doubt going
through their pre-spawn be-
havior and they congregate in
those tributaries."

To find out the flow
through Cave Run Lake dam,
go to the Louisville District of

the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers webpage at
www.lrl.usace.army.mil, click
on the Lake and River Reports
tab and then on "Cave Run."

A public boat ramp ac-
commodates boaters just
below Cave Run Dam with
ample bank access. A canoe,
johnboat or fishing kayak
would be ideal for fishing this
section of the Licking River.

Another great muskel-
lunge spot to try right now is
the tailwaters of Buckhorn
Lake, a 1,230-acre lake 28
miles west of Hazard formed
by damming the Middle Fork
of Kentucky River. e tailwa-
ter of the Buckhorn Lake
holds an excellent population
of 30- to 40-inch muskies.
February and March are two
of the most productive
months to fish for them.

ere's no boat ramp
below the dam, but there's
room to launch a fishing
kayak, float boat or small
johnboat with a take-out a
few miles downstream at the
KY 28 bridge.

e Middle Fork of Ken-
tucky River just below Buck-
horn Dam also provides
limited bank fishing opportu-
nity to chase muskies.

In the early spring, if the
water is clear and levels aren't
too high, some anglers
launch bass boats in Beat-
tyville and motor up the Mid-
dle Fork of the Kentucky
River to fish in the lower tail-
waters

Be careful while navigating
this section of the Middle
Fork of the Kentucky River
because it is full of deadfalls
that can damage the lower
unit of a boat motor. Muskies
congregate around flooded
wood cover and are caught
by casting jerkbaits to this
structure.

Muskie guide Chris Haley
fishes white, chartreuse or sil-
ver-colored lures in the
spring, which mimic the col-
ors of shad. Later in the year,
he switches to larger yellow
and orange-colored lures
when muskies fatten up on
carp and suckers.

e extreme drawdown of
the lake to winter pool (25
feet) and the rapid, unpre-
dictable rise to summer pool
in the spring, have a big effect
on fishing. e lake is often
muddy and unfishable in the
early spring. is makes the
tailwater a much more attrac-
tive alternative for muskie
fishing at this time of year.

Heavy discharges from the
lake in the fall keep the tail-
waters stocked with muskel-
lunge as well.

Another productive spot to
try for muskellunge is the
Green River tailwater just
below Green River Lake, near
Campbellsville off KY 55. e
Tailwater Recreation Area
gives anglers ample bank
fishing opportunity and a
boat ramp accommodates
small boats, canoes and fish-
ing kayaks.

Great time to catch muksellunge

Lee McClellan

Sarah Terry, age 14 at the time, looks in awe as her step father, Scott Salchli, hoists her 54-inch long, 47-pound Kentucky state record muskellunge
on Nov. 2, 2008 from Cave Run Lake. The Cave Run Lake tailwater along with the Green River Lake and Buckhorn Lake tailwaters make some of
the top late winter and early spring muskellunge fishing destinations in Kentucky. 


